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“Nanotechnology” refers to a field of applied science and technology whose theme is the control of 
matter on the atomic and molecular scale, generally 100 nanometers or smaller, and the fabrication of 
devices or materials that lie within that size range (Wikipedia 2008). 

NanoEngineering NanoTechnology 

Nanoscience (material science) 

SNL’s state-of-art self-assembly and nanomanufacturing capability  
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•" CAE Tools For NanoManufacturing!
–" Disperse nanoparticles in films, fibers, bulk structures (nanointermediates) 

–" Fluidization in liquid followed by traditional processing (coating, casting, 
spinning) allows control of nano-building blocks at the macroscale.  

–" Modeling/simulation of flow of dense suspensions for process understanding 
and control. 

•" Partners: 3M, Corning, BASF + others 

•" Product: Production software framework for dispersion design   

r R Dispersion stability:  

Melting of a bi-

disperse lattice of 

nanoparticles 

E.G.: Coating into functional films 

colloidal nanoparticle ~ 10 nm - 500 nm 



•" Molecular dynamics. Determining interparticle potentials for mesoscale 

–" Velocity dependent and independent parts 

–" Various formulations 

•" Direct force measurement (IFM, Optical Trapping) 

 Accurate effective pair potentials required for simulations  

of nanoparticles in suspension 

Silica/PEO in Water 
Gold/Thiol in Water 

Lane et al. (2008) 

•approx. 120,000 water molecules!

•approx. 400,000 total atoms!

•128 processors for 16 days!



Coarse-grained LAMMPS +  

hydrodynamics of solvent 

Lane, et al., Phys. Rev. E 79, 050501 (2009) 



Sandia PI: Randy Schunk    UT PI: Roger Bonnecaze 
Goal: NanoManufacturing 

  => Practical 

  => High-throughput 

  => Large-Area/Volume.  

Concept: Produce nanostructured films layer-by-layer 

Approach: Multiscale algorithms to connect atomistic  

   scales to machine design 

Challenges: Prediction of defects over large areas 

Applications: Photovoltaics, photosynthesis membranes, 

       sensors, … 

Collaborators/Partners: UT, more?  

90 nm deep channels 

e.g. Multilayered-Films 

For Photovoltaics 
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Polymers 
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•" S-FIL epitomizes NanoManufacturing, 
UT provides capability.  

–" Liquid-based coating, molding, 
imprinting/release - How fast? Long 
range order!

–" 10 trillion dots for 50 cents!   

•" Dispense (1) and mold (2) are rate-
limiting steps (~8s).   

•" Mold (2) and release (4) are keys to 
defects and long range order. 

•" Atomistic modeling will provide 

•" Nanoscale details 

•" Parameters for models 

•" Continuum modeling will provide 

•" Massive scale-up 

•" Studies of long-range order 

Step 5: Dispersion Coat 

Step 6: Dry and assemble 

 

S-FIL 
UT Experiment- 100s of drops and 

> 1M features (30 nm) 

Single feature fill - Aria 

Lubrication flow- multiple, merging drops 

Lubrication: Single drop, multiple 

features 

Couette Flow, Pe=1 



•" Large-Scale Molecular Dynamics Modeling 

•" Full 3D models 

•" Can access large phase space 

•" Study release of stamp from liquid polymer 

•" Solidified by crosslinks (SFIL) 

•" Solidified by glass transition (hot emboss) 

•" Generic bead-spring polymer model 

•" Effective for both methods 

•" Easy to do large systems 

•" Single feature first, multiple features later 

•" Scale-up to trillions with continuum methods 



•" Rigid stamp, polymer film with 

30,000 chains of n=50 (to start) 

•" Close to 1 million atoms 

•" Insert at fixed velocity – too fast! 

•" Equilibrate at T = 2 * Tg 

•" Contact angle is “adjustable” 

•" Wetting? 

•" Nonwetting? 

•" We choose ~90o 



•" Cool to T = 0.6 * Tg 

•" Contact angle changes 

•" Crosslinking has no change in contact angle 



•" Delete stamp atoms for zero stress release 

•" Equilibrate to determine feature stability 

•" Reasonable feature retention 



10,000 links 

(3 / chain) 

20,000 links 

(6 / chain) 

30,000 links 

(9 / chain) 

•" 30,000 chains of n = 50 in polymer melt 

•" Low viscosity 

•" unentangled 

•" too many crosslinks necessary! 



1)" Weak polymer-substrate interaction 

2)" Interaction doubled 

3)" Interaction doubled, 1/10 velocity 

1) 2) 3) 

No successful removal of stamp 



•" Equilibration temp T = 2 * Tg is too high 

!" Reduce to 1.4 * Tg (change intxn. for contact angle) 

!" Cool, crosslink, etc. 

•" Polymer chains with n=50 are too short 

!" Need entanglement for fewer crosslinks 

!" Increase to n=500 – equilibrates in reasonable time 

•" One stamp is not enough 

!" Replicate system for multiple features 

!" Vary pitch to see effects on feature stability 



Monitor pressures to fully insert stamps to 

reasonable pressure for “full” filling 

16 nm 

6.4 nm 

10 nm 

stamps ~ 8 nm 
Feature size 

as indicated 



After cooling to T = 0.6 * Tg, polymer 

tears completely off substrate 



Failure within polymer 

Strong interaction Weak interaction 

Full release 

Tune stamp-polymer interaction to mimic anti-adhesion coatings 



1 crosslinker / 

3 monomers 
1 crosslinker / 

6 monomers 

Still need too many crosslinkers to maintain structure 



Challenges: Capturing 

atomistic (adhesion & 
atomistic friction) and 

feature scales (wetting/
filling) in device scale 

model 
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Finite Element 

Link Through Traction - 

Separation Model 

Tune adhesion, 

friction models 

Molecular Dynamics 



•" Project in initial phase 

•" Increase system size / complexity 

•" Larger features 

•" Multiple pitches 

•" Multiple depths 

•" Vary interactions for different coatings 

•" Measure friction/adhesion to feed 

 continuum models 

•" Compare massive MD simulations to 

 continuum predictions 

4 nm 


